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Houston Maritime Museum,
St. Arnold’s Brewing Company,

Czech Center Museum
Our first stop:  the Maritime 

Museum, founded by                     
James L. Manzolillo,                
a marine architect                                           

and former merchant 
mariner 

The museum is intended to 
preserve and display 

maritime history.  
Find out more at 

houstonmaritime.org



Our primary tour guide points out shipping routes 
from the distant past, when goods such as spices, 

grains, and olive oil were more precious                  
than gold for trading purposes.

Note that ship models of the Nina, Pinta, and 
Santa Maria are to his right.  The museum 

contains many hand-crafted replica                             
ship models from past eras, including ships in 

bottles (see below).



The sextant above, one of 
many on display in the 

museum, was vital to early 
seafaring navigation.

Debbie and Ann 
check out the 

binnacle, while Olga 
and Ken have a chat.



The museum also 
contains 

memorabilia from 
various ship 

disasters



Our guide discussed the many roles ships have played during history, including 
discovery of new lands, transport of goods, warfare, whaling, and pleasure cruising.



Our second guide showed us a variety of real-time ocean tracking tools on a 
big screen.  One tracked tagged sea creatures, such as turtles and whales, 
while another tracked ships.  This was fun and impressive! 



Next stop:  lunch at Saint Arnold’s.  Lots of nice indoor and outdoor 
seating in a true beer garden style setting.

St. Arnold art cars caught Gary’s eye.





Beautiful and interesting murals inside

We enjoyed a brief tour of the inner workings.  Looking inside one of the 
containers, we see  what looks like a giant swirling marshmallow volcano?!



Last stop:                             
Czech Center Museum



The museum opened in 2004, 
becoming one of 18                        

official Houston museums.
It is a non-profit organization 

that “provides unique education  
experiences based on authentic 
objects, art, music, stories and 

lives of Czechs, Slovaks and 
people of all cultures who left 

their country to seek liberty and 
democracy in America”.

Above, our 
first guide 
gave us a 
historical 

perspective,              
as we 

admired the 
many 

beautiful 
pieces of art.



The gift shop had many beautiful items, 
including this table setting. Also on the first 
floor, a beautiful staircase and piano.  There 

were many chandeliers throughout, similar to
the one below, all crafted by Czech artisans.



Our second guide discussed the many 
beautiful paintings found in Prague 

Hall on the second floor of the 
museum.  This floor serves as a 

ballroom and multipurpose room                              
for large gatherings and celebrations.

To the right are two paintings by the 
acclaimed Czech painter Kamil Kubik.

The Brno Gallery on the 3rd floor 
contains 1,289 pieces in what is 
the largest collection of Czech 
art deco pottery, porcelain and 

glass.
All pieces were produced in the 

Znojmo region of Moravia 
between 1918-1938.

Check out the Czech museum 
website:  

czechcenter.org


